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Let x, ,...) X, be i.i.d. random vectors in R”, let BE R” be an unknown location 
parameter, and assume that the restriction of the distribution of X, - 6 to a sphere 
of radius d belongs to a specified neighborhood .F of distributions spherically 
symmetric about 0. Under regularity conditions on F and d, the parameter 19 in 
this model is identifiable, and consistent M-estimators of 0 (i.e., solutions of 
C;=, ~(1 X, - &(Xi - i) = 0) are obtained by using “re-descenders,” i.e., w’s which 
satisfy v(x) = 0 for x ) c. An iterative method for solving for s is shown to 
produce consistent and asymptotically normal estimates of 0 under all distributions 
in .F. The following asymptotic robustness problem is considered: finding the w 
which is best among the re-descenders according to Huber’s minimax variance 
criterion. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let X, ,..., X,, be a random sample from an m-dimensional distribution 
F(x - 0), where 0 is an unknown location vector in R”, and F is an 
unknown member of a specified neighborhood F of distributions in R” 
which are spherically symmetric about 0. Robust estimators of 8 can be 
found among the class of M-estimators (Huber [7]) obtained by solving 
equations of the form 
5 w(lX, - el)(x, - S) = 0, 
I=1 
(l-1) 
where 1 . / denotes the Euclidean norm in R”. 
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The v’s to be considered here are the class of “re-descenders,” i.e., w’s 
which vanish outside a compact set [0, c] (first considered in Andrews et al. 
[ 1 I). With such v’s, one obtains estimators of 0 which are consistent and 
asymptotically normal even when the assumptions of the model are relaxed 
to require spherical symmetry of the F’s only on a certain sphere centered 
about 0. Exact definitions and assumptions for this model are given in 
Section 2, and consistency and asymptotic normality of re-descending M- 
estimators are considered in Section 3. Robustness results, including 
derivation of re-descending M-estimates which are robust in the 
asymptotically minimax sense of Huber [7], are presented in Section 4. 
This paper extends the author’s results (Collins [2]) for the case m = 1, 
and many details of proof that are similar to the case m = 1 are omitted 
here. In comparing the results for m > 1 to those for m = 1, note that the 
estimating equation for the m = 1 case is written in the form 
C v/*(X, - 6) = 0 for skew-symmetric w*, which corresponds to (1.1) with 
y(x) = y*(x)/x for x > 0 and ~(0) = (w*)’ (0). 
In the case of F spherically symmetric everywhere, where one may take 
c = co, Maronna [lo] and Huber [9] show that the estimators have very low 
“breakdown points” (defined in Hampel [6]) for high dimension m. 
Breakdown points for $s vanishing off a compact set [0, c] are clearly 
somewhat lower. To simplify the analysis, both the calculations of 
breakdown points and the explicit determination of upper bounds required on 
parameters of the model in the consistency proof of Section 3 are omitted. 
The main idea of Section 3 is to illustrate a general technique: one can 
typically show that iterative solutions of l/n C;=, w(]Xi - @(Xi - 6) = 0 
yield consistent estimators of 0 if I!? is the solution, by the same iterative 
method, of the “limiting” equation JR,,, w(]x - &(x - d) dF = 0. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let d and E denote the fixed scalars satisfying d > 0, 0 Q E < 4, and other 
restrictions to be introduced in Section 3. Let a be defined by @(d) = 
1 - (a/2), where Q(x) = p-, (2x)-“’ exp(--t2/2) dt. Let m > 2 be a fixed 
dimension, and let F denote a distribution function on R” that is spherically 
symmetric about the origin. Let D = [-d, d] and let D”’ = {x = (x, ,..., x,)‘: 
m~,=l,...,, ]x(( < d). Let PF denote any probability measure on R” that 
satisfies P,(A) = I, F(dx), where A is a Bore1 subset of D”. (On the 
complement of D”, PF is arbitrary; in particular, it need not be spherically 
symmetric there.) 
Let e=(e ,,..., 0,)’ denote an unknown vector in Rm. The model is that n 
i.i.d. random vectors X, ,..., X,, in R” are observed, under the assumption that 
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X, - 8 has distribution PF, where F is an unknown member of the class .Ir 
defined by 
.F = {F: F(dx) = (1 - &)(2n)-“‘* exp(-x’x/2) dx + sG(dx) 
for some G spherically symmetric about 0). (2.1) 
Denote by F0 the m-variate standard normal distribution obtained by taking 
G(dx) = (27rpm’* exp(x’x/2) dx. 
Assume that d is large enough and E is small enough so that a < 
1 - [2(1 - E)] -I’m, and define k = @-I{ [2(1 - s)(l - CZ)~-‘]-’ + (a/2)}, 
Km = {x = (x1 ,..., x,)‘: maxi, r ,.... m lxi] < k}, and c = d - k. Then it is easy 
to see that the median of Xr,i - 8, is in [-k, k] for j = l,..., m and for all 
FEY, and also that c > 0. Let ‘y, be the class of functions v: [0, co) + 
[0, co) which satisfy: (i) w  is continuous; (ii) w’ is piecewise continuous 
with finite left-hand and right-hand derivatives everywhere; (iii) v(x) > 0 for 
xE [O,c]; (iv) w(x)=0 for x>c. 
When II/ E ‘u,, Eq. (1.1) does not have a unique solution, so that a careful 
definition of our M-estimator of 0 is necessary. For j = I,.,, m, let &,, denote 
the sample median of (Xv ,..., X,,), and let 0, = (B,,, ,..., 6,,,)‘. Let M be a 
positive scalar which has magnitude less than upper bounds to be imposed in 
Section 3, and define 
A”(8) = $ ,t ly(lX, - Sl)(X, - e). 
;r; 
Let 8[+ r = 8, + MI,(d,) for 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and for v E ul,, define the 
estimator T, = r,(w, M) by 
T,, = ,$ 6, if lim 4, exists, 
/-cc 
(2.2) 
= do otherwise. 
Note that instead of defining T,, by Newton’s method (as was done in 
Collins [2]) T,, is defined here by simple iteration to simplify the analysis. 
3. CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF THE ESTIMATORS 
First consider the special case of the model of Section 2 when E = 0 so 
that the class ;T consists of only the standard normal distribution FO. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E = 0 in the model described in Section 2. Let 
y E ul,. Then there are positive numbers a, and M,, such that when a < a0 
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and M < M,, , then the estimator T,, = T,,(tq, M), defined by algorithm (2.2), 
is a consistent estimator of the parameter 6 in the model. 
Proof. Since T, is translation invariant, we assume that 8 = 0 without 
loss of generality. 
To show that T,, is consistent, it suffices to show that for every 6 > 0, 
P[nf=, Ei,,] -+ 1 as n -+ co, where the events Ei,, are defined by 
E ,,n: &EKm; 
E 2,n: 19 + MA,(8) E Km for all 19 E K”; 
E 3,n: for some L, 0 < L < 1, 10 + MA,(B) - [r +MA,(t)]l <L lo-- tj 
for all BE Km and all rE K”; 
and 
~5,“: l&x, < 4 
where 6,,, is the limit of the sequence { 6,, 1 = 0, 1,2,...}. (The existence of 
the limit is implied by the simultaneous occurrence of El,,, E,,, and E,,,.) 
Define 
Ve> = f w(l x - W(x - 6) PAdx), 
let 0 = (med X, i ,..., med Xi,,J’, and let 0,+ i = Br + MA(0,) for I= 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
We first show: 
(i) 8,EK’“; 
(ii) 8 + MA(B) E Km for all BE Km; 
(iii) for some L < 1, 10 + MA(B) - [r + MA(t)]] <L If3 - r] for all 
BE Km and all tE Km; and 
(iv) lim,,, 8, = 0. 
Statement (i) holds by definition, and statement (iv) is a consequence of 
(i), (ii) and (iii). It remains to show that (ii) and (iii) hold for suitably small 
M> 0. 
Let 8 E Km, and denote the jth component of A(0) by ,$(19), j = l,..., m. 
Then, 
~j(e) =I W(\X - el)(xj - 8j)(2n)-“” exp(-x/x/2) dx 
R” 
= I W(lxl> xj(2n)- m/z exp[-(x + 19)’ (x + 8)/2] dx R” 
= -20,B,(8), (3.1) 
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where 
Bj(e) = ew($P) Jo,.,,,,, w(lxI) xj2(27~)-~‘* 
. I 
[ 
l -c (Xi + e,)* . .exp --& 
2 1 exp(-xj/2) ‘;‘ 1 +.i [ O” (XjBj)2’ dx i?TJO (2i + l)! 1 * 
To see the last step, first write the integral as the sum of integrals over the 
regions {x: xj > 0) and {x: xj < 0}, then make a change of variables from 
6 * )...) xj )...) x,)’ to (x, )...) -xj )...) x,)’ in the second integral, then sum the 
two integrals and expand the integrand. 
Note that B > B,(S) > 0 for all 0 E Km and j E { l,..., m), where 
B = (2,)~““* cosh(kc) 
J (x:x,>01 w(‘x’) 
xi exp(-x:/2) dx. (3.2) 
For 19 E Km, a computation justified by the definition of YC and the 
dominated convergence theorem yields 
q(e) -=- 
aei J . (2~)--m’2 W(lXl) X,(X, + Bi) eXp [ 
- +- t (XI + 8,)* ] dX 
,?I 
(3.3) 
for j = l,..., m and i = l,..., m. When i = j, some computation yields 
aJ,P) -=-2ex~(-B:)jl*:~,~,~~ PV* v(lxl>xj iMj 
.exp -- 
[ 
i 2 (x, + a* 
l+j 1 
. w  (-+a) jJo [&- &+;,!] dx. (3.4) 
Since IS,1 Q k < 1 when 8E Km, it follows from (3.4) that aj(eyaej < 0 for 
all 8 E Km and j = l,..., m. 
Note that evaluation of (3.3) at 0 yields 
y ~~=o=-2~,~~~~>o~(2~)-mi2 ~(lxl)x~exp (--+xrx) dx, 
= 0, 
Assume that M satisfies 
M < l/B. 
i=ije5) 
i # j. 
(3.6) 
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Then (ii) follows immediately from (3.1) and (3.2). To show (iii), we require 
a further restriction on a. Let 6* = inf{ -8&(@@3, : 8 E Km} and 6* = 
sup{-&(fI)/H, : 6’E Km} and note that 0 < 6, < S* < co. Also let v’ = 
sup{laqeyae21: eE my, and set q < min(6*, II’}. Note that 6,, 6* and 9 
are independent of the subscripts on 1 and 8. Assume that 
r < J*(6*/6*)((m-2)‘2) (m! - I)-“*, 
Note that if a+O, then d+ co, k+O, ~-+la~,(e)/ae,II,=,=O, and both 6, 
and 6* -+ -8&(0)/H, ]B=O > 0. This shows that condition (3.7) holds if a is 
sufficiently small. 
We need to show that for some L < 1, there is a MO > 0 such that M < M,, 
implies that 
sup le-T+MIL(e)-A(t)ll: eEKm ezs <L 
I IO--4 
9 
I 
-. * (3.8) 
By the mean value theorem, we have n(0) -I(r) = A . (0 - t), where the 
m x m matrix A = A(& r) has as its jth row (8Lj/&9, ,..., L$/M,) evaluated at 
some point yj on the line segment connecting 8 and r. Writing 
1 e - 5 + M(w) - w)]l' = (e - 7)' (Im + MA)’ (Im + MA)@3 - t) 
le-t12 [(e-q (e-r)] 9 
where I”’ denotes the m-dimensional identity matrix, one sees that the 
expression is bounded above by the largest eigenvalue of the symmetrix 
matrix (I” + MA)’ (I” + MA) (Rao [ 11, p. 621). Since each element of A’A 
is bounded above on { (0, r): (8, t) E Km x Km}, it suffices to show that for 
sufficiently small M > 0, the largest eigenvalue of Im + MA’ + MA is ( 1 on 
Km x K’“; or equivalently, that -A’ -A is positive definite on Km x Km. But 
this is so since condition (3.7) implies that every leading principal minor of 
-A’ -A is positive for all (8, r) E Km x Km. 
So under condition (3.7), there is an M,, > 0 such that (iii) holds when 
M < M,,. For example, when m = 2, condition (3.7) becomes v < 6,) and 
(iii) holds for M < 2(6.+ - ~)/[(6*)~ + a]. 
Let a and c be such that (3.7) can be satisfied and let M < min{ l/B, M,}. 
Then the proof that P,[ny=, E,] + 1 follows from (i) through (iv) by an 
argument similar to that used in the case m = 1 (Collins [ 2, Theorem 2.1 I). 
A sketch of the main ideas follows. 
First show that A,(e) + J(8) in probability for all 8 E Km, and that 
aA,(eyae, -+ aA(e) in probability for all 8 E Km and j= l,..., m. Then 
obtain the “tightness” conditions 
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V& > 0, ‘,‘: ,““, sup PF sup 
1 II 
%l(e) %(r> ~--I 
* + aej aej 
BEK~, 7~~m, Ie-71 ~6 >E =o (3.10) 
I I 
for j = l,..., m. Combine the results to obtain 
sup[p,(e) - n(e)l: e E K~I -+ 0 (3.11) 
in probability, and 
sup 
[ 
we) we) Ix-- : ae, I I 
em* +o 
J 
(3.12) 
in probability for j = l,..., m. Then combine (i) through (iv) with (3.11) and 
(3.12) to obtain P,[niEl E,,] + 1. Formula (3.12) is required in the proof of 
P(E,,,) + 1, or equivalently of 
p sup 
I [ 
Ie-7+~(~,(et-n,(7))1: eEjyt 7EKm ez7 
ie-4 
3 9 
I I 
< 1 ~ 1 
as n-co. (3.13) 
The proof is carried out, as in the one-dimensional case, by considering 
the cases ( B - r ] > S and ( 8 - 7 ] < S for some small 6. In the latter case, the 
mean value theorem yields &(O) - 4(,(t) = C;= 1 81j(8*)/iM, (0, - tk) for 
some 8* on the line segment between t9 and 7. The mean value theorem does 
not apply to 1,(e) - A,( 7 since the partial derivatives are not continuous, ) 
but we can write ,l,(O) - A,(7) = Cr= i Yk(Ok - tk), where yk is some number 
between the infimum and supremum of ~A,(B)/%j~e=O+ as 8* ranges over 
the line segment between B and 7. Thus one can show that ]A,,(@) -A,(z) - 
(w) - n(7))iil e - r is suitably small with sufficiently high probability by i 
dividing the set (0 E Km, 7 E Km: 0 < (e-71 < S} into a finite number of 
suitably small hypercubes before applying (3.12) and using the continuity of 
aqeyae. 
We remark that in Collins [2], the proof of (3.12) for the case m = 1 was 
carried out under the restriction that v is smooth. However, one can see, by 
a modification of the tightness argument, that the result is also true for 
piecewise smooth w. The detailed argument for the case m = 1, which easily 
extends to the case m > 2, is given in Collins [3]. I 
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Now consider the model of Section 2 with E > 0. Then, if the parameters 
a, E and M are taken to be sufftciently close to 0, it can be shown that T,, is 
a consistent estimator of 8 under all F in ST’, where jr’ is the subset of s’ 
obtained by restricting G in (2.1) to be continuous with G(x) strictly 
monotone in lx]. The essential idea of the proof is that the function ,I,(@ = 
j I&]X - 01)(x - 19) P,(dx) will h ave behavior very close to that of AFO for all 
F in Y’, if E is sufficiently small. An exact statement and proof for the case 
m = 1 is found in Collins [3]. An additional complication that arises when 
E > 0 is that the parameter t9 in the model is unidentifiable if E is too large. 
However, it turns out that there is an E,, > 0 (depending on a and m) such 
that 8 is identifiable if E < q,. A statement and proof of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for 0 to be identifiable in the case m = 1 are given in 
Collins [4]. 
Asymptotic normality of n”*(Tn - 0) for all F E ST’ can be seen to follow 
by directly applying the Corollary to Theorem 3 in Huber [8]. The 
asymptotic covariance matrix is /i - ‘C(/i ‘) -I, where n is the derivative of L 
at 0 and C is the covariance matrix of w(]X, I) X, when 0 = 0. Carrying out 
the calculation of the covariance matrix, one obtains the result that 
n”*(T, - 0) is asymptotically normal, under all F in ST’, with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix V(I+I, F) I”‘, where 
i YZ(lXl) x:ww 
‘(” ‘) = {.f [(w’~lxl)/lxl> x: + w(lxl)] F(W2 * 
(3.14) 
4. ROBUSTNESS RESULTS 
Given the model of Section 2, a reasonable asymptotic measure of the 
robustness of an M-estimator based on w  E ‘y, is sup{ V(w, F): FE X}. We 
consider the problem of finding a IJI in !Pc which minimizes sup{ V(w, F): 
F E Sr} over all w  in ‘u,. 
First note that if FE jr has a density (necessarily spherically symmetric), 
we can write F(dx) as f(lx]) dx. Changing to spherical coordinates, the 
condition JRmf(]xI) dx Q 1 can be written as 
cnl ! ‘mf(r) I”-’ dr < 1, 0 (4.1) 
where C, = 2n”“/r(m/2) (the surface of the unit sphere in R”), and V(y/, F) 
can be written as 
(4.2) 
68311214 3 
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In particular, iff is absolutely continuous, then the denominator of (4.2) can 
be written as [-(C,/m) j: v(r)f’(r) r”’ dr12. 
LEMMA 4.1. The infimum of sup{ V(w, I;): F E F) over ‘u, is finite if 
and only lye and E satisfy 
E/( I - E) -c C,(27r)-“/2 (’ (1 - e-‘*‘*) rm-’ dr. (4.3) 
0 
ProoJ First note that sup{ V(w, F): FE Sr} = sup{ V(IJI, F): FE ;T*}, 
where F* is the subset of Fs in Sr which have absolutely continuous 
densities. Since for each fixed w  E Yc, we have 
sup ty’(lxl)x:F(dx): FET 
I 
= sup 
I 
(Cm/m) j: v’(r) f(r) rm+ ’ dr: Cm j: f(r) rm- ’ dr < 11 
< (l/m) sup(v2(r) r2: r E [0, c]} < 03, 
it follows that sup{ V(v, F): FEY} < 00 iff 
inf mx: + ~(1x1) F(h): FEST > 0. 
I4 I I 
(4.4) 
Condition (4.4) is equivalent to the condition that(C,,,/rrr) J”C, [mt,u(r) + r@(r)] 
f(r) rm-’ dr > 0 for all f of form f(r) = (1 - E)(~K)-~” eer*” + &g(r) 
satisfying Cm J-S g(r) rm-’ dr < 1. Let Q(v) = j: [mw(r) rm-’ + v’(r) rm] 
(2,)-m/2 ,-G/2 dr, and note that Q(v) = (2n)-m’2 JC, t&r) rm+1e-rv2 dr > 0. 
Then sup{ V(y/, F): FEY} < 00 iff 
e/(1 - E) < C,Q(yl)/sup{-w(r) - v’(r): r E [O, c] 1. (4.5) 
Let Yi= {WE Yc: sup{--my(r)-@(r): rE [O,c]}= 1). Since V(v,F)= 
V(av, F) for all a > 0, one sees that inf(sup{ V(w, F): F EX}: w E !Pc} < 03 
iff 
c/(1 -6) < Cm sup{Q(~): w  E YJ]* (4.6) 
Each w  E Yi is bounded above on [0, c] by the function W*(r) = 
m-fi[Cmr-m - l] which satisfies --my*(r) - ryl*‘(r) z 1 on [0, c]. Note that 
w* is not in Yc (since w*(O) = co), but that one can find a sequence {w,} in 
Y= such that r”W,,(r) converges pointwise a.e. to the bounded function 
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rm~*(r). Thus sup(Q(w): w  E !Pi} is equal to Q(w*). Finally, an integration 
by parts shows that C,Q(w*) is equal to the right side of (4.3). 1 
Throughout the rest of this section, we assume that c and E satisfy 
condition (4.3), and we consider the problem of finding a w  in !Pc which 
minimizes sup{ V(v, F): FE ST}. The solution to this minimax problem is 
obtained by a modification of Huber’s [9] solution of the problem for m > 1 
and c = co, analogous to the modification of Huber’s [7] solution for the 
case m = 1 and c = co used to obtain the solution for m = 1 and c < co in 
Collins [2]. We shall only sketch our results for the case m > 1 and c < co, 
indicating the calculations that would be required for a rigorous verification 
of the solution. 
Let 5 denote the subclass of distributions F, in s’ with absolutely 
continuous density f,, for which w,, defined by 
VGW 7 -M-Mrf,Wl, rE [O,cl, 
=o otherwise, 
(4.7) 
is a member of Ye. Then it is easy to see (by Cauchy-Schwartz) that wI 
minimizes V(y, FJ in Yc, with V(w,, F,) = l/I,(F,), where ZJF,) = (C,Jm) 
I: w:w1’/!flw~ rrn-l dr. Furthermore, a straightforward modification of 
Huber’s theory shows that there is an F, which minimizes Z,(F) over Sr;, 
and that the corresponding 
voW = -f6WMW19 r E [O, cl, 
(4.8) 
=o otherwise, 
minimizes sup{ V(v, F): F E X} over Y, . The necessary and sufficient 
condition for F, in .Y to minimize Z,(F) over 5 (and hence for the 
corresponding wO to be the minimax solution) is that 
1 
’ 12[rmwoWl’ - r”“wiXW.fdr) -f,(r)) dr Z 0 (4.9) 
0 
for all F, E 6. 
In analogy with solutions obtained by Huber [7] and Collins [2], we 
conjecture that the minimax solution has the following form: y,(r) = -f;(r)/ 
[rf,(r)] for r E [0, c], where 
so(r) = (1 - &)(2x)-“‘* e+*‘* + ego(r), 
where g,(r) = 0 for r @ [ro, c], and 
(4.10) 
C, 1: go(r) P-l dr = 1 (4.11) 
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and 
2[r”l&(r)]’ - rm+‘lyo(r) + 4W-’ = 0 for r E [rO, c]. (4.12) 
Suppose that one can find constants 1 > 0 and r,, with 0 < r,, < c, such 
that 
2m + 4A > r; (4.13) 
and such that a pair (IJI,,, fO) satisfies (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12). Then it 
would follow that w0 is the minimax solution. To see this, note that the left 
side of (4.9) can be written as 
rd” {2[rm~&)]’ - rm+lv;(r) + 4W-‘}[S,(r) -f,(r)] dr 
+ .’ {2[Pyl,(r)] - rm+‘&r) + 4h”-‘}[f,(r) --.&@)I dr 
J 10 
- 4L 
I 
1 r”-l [f,(r) - fJr)] dr. (4.14) 
The first term of (4.14) is > 0 for all fr(r) = (1 - ~)(271)-‘“‘~ e-rz’2 + &gr(r) 
since g,(r)=0 for rE [O,r,], and inf{2mrm-1-rm+1 +4Ar”-‘: rE 
[0, r,]} > 0 by (4.13). The second term vanishes by (4.12), and the third 
term, which equals -41~ J”‘, rm-’ [ gl(r) - g,(r)] dr, is > 0 since 1 > 0, 
cm c I 
.c 
g,(r)rm-‘dr< 1 and C, 
I 
g,,(r) r”-l dr = 1. 
0 0 
As in Huber’s [9] treatment of the case c = co, the change of variables 
u =& changes Eq. (4.12) to 
w”(r) + (m - 1) u’(r) - m(r) = 0, (4.15) 
which has a general solution which can be described in terms of Bessel 
functions, with specific solutions in our case determined by the side 
conditions vo(ro) = 1 and we(c) = 0. 
For example, let m = 3, and suppose that c and E satisfy (4.3). Then one 
obtains 
f,(r) = (1 - a)(271)-3’2 exp(-r2/2), r E [Q, r,] 
= (b/r)[exp(ar) + w exp(-ar)], rE (ro,c), 
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with v/,, (determined from& by (4.8)) given by 
WOW = 19 f-E [O, r,l, 
2 1 
=- 
[ 
2aw 
--‘+ w+exp(2ar) ’ r I I 
rE (To, c), 
= 0, r > c. 
In order for such a w,, to minimize sup{ V(w, F): FE F}, one must show 
that the parameters a, b, w and r,, can be selected to satisfy the following side 
conditions: 
(i) 4n Jc r2fo(r) dr = 1; 
0 
(ii) (1 - &)(27r)-“” exp(-ri/2) = (b/r,)[exp(ar,) + w exp(-ar,)]; 
(iii) $ [$--a + 
2aw 
w + exp@ar,) I 
= 1; and 
(9 
ac- 1 
w = ~ exp(2ac). 
ac + 1 
Note that conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are, respectively, the conditions thatf, 
is continuous at r,, w. is continuous at ro, and we(c) = 0. To complete the 
verification that w. is the minimax solution, one must also check that such a 
selection of a, b, w and r, also satisfies both 
(4 WNexpW + w  exp(-ar)] - (1 - c)(27~)-~‘* exp(-r*/2) > 0, 
for r E (ro, c), and 
(vi) ri < 6 + 4a2. 
A related robustness problem is the following. Given a fixed w  in ul, 
satisfying (4.4) (but not necessarily the minimax w), evaluate sup{ V(I+V, F): 
FE .F}. A direct application of the results of Collins and Portnoy [5] to the 
functional V(w, F) defined by (3.14) yields the result that sup{ V(w, F): 
FEY} is attained at some F which is a convex combination of at most two 
extremal member of F. Here the collection of extremal members of jT is 
(6, : y > 0}, where for each y > 0, 6, denotes the uniform distribution on the 
set {x E R”: Ix I= y}. So the problem of maximizing V(w, F) over s7 
reduces to that of finding the triple (x, , x2, a) E [0, c]’ x [0, 1 ] which 
maximizes V(w, (1 - E) F, + & [ad,, + (1 - a) BJ). 
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